The tutu and the flowers are separated in two bags.

**TO MAKE THE TUTU:**

Take long strip of tulle and fold it in half.

1. Loop the ends of the tulle around through the elastic band.

2. Choose different color strips and continue looping them.

3. Now you can loop the ribbons in between in the same way.

4. Slide the strips on the waist band until you have an evenly spaced tutu.

**TO MAKE THE FLOWERS:**

**NOTE:** Lay all the pieces on your work surface. There are 2 different sizes of tulle. 5 pieces are longer than the rest.

Pick out 5 short strips in different colors and stack the pieces one on top of the other.

1. Accordion fold the tulle pieces.

2. Hold it in the middle with a rubber band.

3. Now take one of the long tulle pieces and tie it around the middle.

4. Fan out the petals. Lift each layer apart from one another, one by one. Pouf it all out so it looks nice and full!

Now you can tie it to your wrist, ankle or even to your tutu!